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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A dynamic and inclusive research system is profoundly important for both science and society to advance fundamental knowledge and understanding and to address increasingly urgent global challenges. But the research system is under pressure due to increasing expectations from multiple actors (including funders, governments and the publishing industry), tensions between dynamics of competition and cooperation, an evolving scholarly communication system, an aggressive – at times – publishing and data analytics industry and limited resources. The research enterprise must manage these demands and tensions while maintaining research quality, upholding research integrity, being inclusive and diverse and safeguarding both basic and applied research.

Over the past decade, these pressures on, and the need for responsiveness of, the science system have been accompanied by more critical reflections on systems of research evaluation and performance measurement. While appropriate, context-sensitive methodologies for assessing research quality and impact are important, debates have intensified about the wide-ranging, complex and ambiguous effects of current evaluation criteria and metrics on the quality and culture of research, the quality of evidence informing policymaking, priorities in research and research funding, individual career trajectories and researchers’ well-being. In some parts of the world, there is a growing recognition that a narrow and simplistic set of evaluative metrics and indicators do not satisfactorily capture the quality, utility, integrity and diversity of research. Routinely used – often journal-based – metrics fail to capture important additional dimensions of high-quality research such as those found in mentorship, data-sharing, engaging with publics, nurturing the next generation of scholars and identifying and giving opportunities to underrepresented groups. In addition to being too narrow in scope, the issue of misapplication of metrics and indicators is also seen to distort incentives for achievement, disadvantage some disciplines (including vital interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research) and fuel predatory and unethical publication practices.

Campaigns to curb the misapplication of metrics, broaden quality criteria and transform research culture more systematically through manifestos and statements, principles and reforms have set the stage for a global debate on the need to reform research assessment. These voices are now calling for a move from manifestos to action. This is happening against the background of transformational shifts in the ways in which research is being undertaken and communicated. The rise of open research frameworks and of social media, a shift to mission-oriented and transdisciplinary science, the growth in open peer review and the transformative potential of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning requires new thinking on how research and researchers are evaluated.

Against this backdrop, the Global Young Academy (GYA), the InterAcademy Partnership (IAP) and the International Science Council (ISC) joined forces to take stock of debates and developments in research evaluation worldwide, drawing on a scoping group of scientists and a series of regional consultations. New approaches are being developed and piloted by higher education institutions and research funders in some parts of the world, and several are included in this paper. In other parts of the world, these debates and actions are nascent or even absent. With research systems evolving at different rates, there is a risk of divergence and fragmentation. Such divergence may compromise the homogeneity needed to enable research collaboration and facilitate researcher mobility across different geographies, sectors and disciplines. However, one size cannot fit all and there is a need for context-sensitive efforts to reform evaluation, recognizing local challenges.

With a focus on public sector research and the evaluation of research and researchers, this discussion paper is global in its perspective, covering an agenda that is typically dominated by developments in Europe and North America: regional perspectives and examples of national
development and institutional reform are highlighted. The global and collective membership of the GYA, IAP and ISC represents a broad cross-section of the research ecosystem whose diverse mandates can facilitate genuine systemic change. This paper endeavours to serve as a stimulus for the GYA, IAP and ISC – as platforms for mutual learning, experimentation and innovation – to work with their members, other science institutions and key constituencies worldwide, to initiate and progress conversations, and mobilize more inclusive and joint action.

Recommendations for the GYA, IAP and ISC and their members (see section 5) are structured around their roles as advocates, exemplars, innovators, funders, publishers, evaluators and collaborators, with indicative timeframes for action. Most immediately, these actions include creating space for sharing lessons and outcomes from relevant initiatives to-date (to build a community of practice); in the medium term, co-convening multistakeholder fora with key constituencies to redesign and implement research evaluation in practicable, context-sensitive and inclusive ways; and, in the longer-term, instigating novel studies that contribute to futures thinking, sensitive to fast-moving developments in AI technologies, peer review methodologies and reform, and communications media.
The Global Young Academy (GYA), InterAcademy Partnership (IAP) and the International Science Council (ISC) came together in 2021 to take stock of challenges, debates and developments in research evaluation/assessment worldwide, across diverse research cultures and systems, and to explore ways in which they might participate in and influence the re-imagining of research evaluation/assessment for the 21st century, in an open and inclusive way.

An international scoping group (Appendix A) was convened to survey the field and advise the three organizations on how they could strengthen existing efforts to reform research evaluation. Central to this work was the premise that (1) a concerted, researcher-led initiative would give the global research community a stronger voice in shaping the future of research evaluation and (2) there are benefits to ‘evaluating with the evaluated’; thus, helping to chart a path to sustained, systemic change in evaluation cultures and practices.

Supplementing desk research, a series of regional consultations with experts identified by the scoping group and partners was conducted in late 2021. The discussion paper is the primary output of this work. It is intended to serve as a prospectus for exploratory conversations with multiple stakeholders, not least the global research community itself.
The Future of Research Evaluation

1. WHY RESEARCH EVALUATION NEEDS TO BE REFORMED

Research evaluation practices serve multiple objectives and are conducted by multiple stakeholders. They are used to assess research proposals for funding decisions, research papers for publication, researchers for recruitment or promotion and the performance of research institutions and universities. This paper focuses predominantly on the evaluation of researchers and research, and does not cover institutional evaluation or ranking, although all these areas of assessment are inextricably linked. Current practices rely heavily on quantitative and largely journal-based metrics, such as Journal Impact Factor (JIF), number of publications, number of citations, h-index and Article Influence Score (AIS). Other metrics include grant income targets, measures of input (such as research funding or size of research team), number of registered patents and, more recently, social media metrics (formerly ‘altmetrics’) such as social media shares or downloads. Together, these metrics profoundly influence institutional, research group and individual reputations, individual and collaborative research agendas, career trajectories and resource allocations.

Over the past two decades, global investment in research and development (R&D) has tripled – to around USD 2 trillion a year. The past years alone have brought the fastest growth in R&D expenditure since the mid-1980s, up by around 19% (UNESCO, 2021). This extra investment in research brings with it a culture of accountability that places pressure on research institutions and individuals, and can generate aberrations, or perverse incentives, in response. It has also led to greater aspirations: to maintain quality and reduce research waste, error and inefficiency; maximize inclusion and diversity; optimize research as a global public good; and promote more open and engaged scholarship. Without reform, research quality, integrity, diversity and utility are under threat.

1.1 Maintaining research quality and protecting research integrity

Quantitative metrics can form an important part of research evaluation, in the transition to a more open, accountable and public-facing research system (The Royal Society, 2012). But they are also partly responsible for fuelling the ‘publish or perish’ research culture which exists worldwide, with deleterious effects on the quality of research outputs, the integrity and trustworthiness of research systems and the diversity of research communities (e.g. Haustein and Larivière, 2014). This is because metrics are used as proxies for research quality by institutions, policymakers and research funders alike, but they are a measure of outputs and not of research quality or impact per se. As such, these actors do much to set the social and cultural context in which research occurs, and academia’s reward and promotion systems shape the choices of scientists at all stages of their career (Macleod et al., 2014).

---

The use of bibliometric indices... as proxy metrics for the performance of researchers is a convenient index of assessment but deeply flawed. Most place a relentless focus on individual achievement, thin out research support through a university’s interest in high impact metrics, pressurize all to ‘tick boxes’ and conform, whilst they play an important role in distorting the journal publication market. There is urgent need for reform.

Opening the Record of Science (2021), the International Science Council

The other stakeholder community holding huge power and influence over research communication and knowledge production is the publishing sector. Journal-based metrics have become a powerful incentive to publish in commercial journals and can incentivize behaviour that can have serious side effects. Rather than judging the outcomes of research on its scientific merits, it is the perceived quality of the journal in which it is published that is routinely accepted as evidence of scientific quality, driving a highly commercial publishing market based on reputation rather than on science. Open access costs are largely incurred through author processing charges (APCs): these can be prohibitively high, particularly in some parts of the world, creating barriers to research publication for resource-poor researchers and potentially risking the fracture of the international science community. The risks of becoming more and more dependent on commercial providers and their terms of use in all stages of the research process creates a strong case for not-for-profit alternatives. Further, as bibliometric indicators have provided the dominant source of incentives in universities, they have diminished the value of educational and other forms of scientific work (such as teaching and policy advice). With research evaluation systems tending to favour those who secure large grants and publish in journals with high impact factors, there is evidence to suggest that researchers who have already succeeded are more likely to succeed again (the ‘Matthew effect’, Bol et al., 2018).

When scholarly publishing becomes a means of assessment rather than communication, this disadvantages those who choose to communicate their research in other meaningful ways (ISC’s 2021 report). This includes common outputs (and arguably the main currency) of the Global Young Academy (GYA), the InterAcademy Partnership (IAP) and the International Science Council (ISC): reports, working papers, joint statements, opinion editorials, news items and webinars. Some disciplines are also disadvantaged: for example, researchers in engineering and computer science where (usually faster) communication through conferences and their proceedings are important; and those in humanities and social sciences who typically use monographs, books and professional magazines.

Others choose to publish in research-specific or local journals, or are unable to afford to publish their research (however high quality) in open access journals with high impact factors (and concomitant high APCs); the latter disadvantaging those in low-income countries, especially early career researchers (ECRs). These same researchers are under intense pressure for tenured academic posts and their behaviour is strongly conditioned by the quantitative criteria used by research funding agencies and institutional hiring and promotion boards. The temptation to think with indicators (Muller and de Rijcke, 2017), and even ‘game’ the system, is a reality for all researchers everywhere in the world (e.g. Ansede, 2023).

---


Manifestations of this gaming include researchers (knowingly or inadvertently) using predatory journals and conferences to boost their publication count (IAP, 2022; Elliott et al., 2022), indulging in self-citation and falsifying peer reviews, plagiarism, impact factor inflation and ‘salami-slicing’ (partitioning a large study that could have been reported in a single research article into smaller published articles) (Collyer, 2019). Under pressure, researchers may be tempted to resort to predatory services with the sole purpose of getting their PhDs, being hired or promoted, or having their research projects financed (e.g. Abad-García, 2018; Omobowale et al., 2014). Metrics-driven academia and academic publishing systems drive insidious incentives: where a researcher publishes is more important than what they publish.

The impact on the quality and integrity of research is hugely concerning. The number of retracted scholarly articles has risen dramatically in recent years, due to research and publishing misconduct and poor or fraudulent datasets. Journals can take months to years to retract unreliable research, by which time it may already have been cited numerous times and be in the public domain (Ordway, 2021).

1.2 Maximizing inclusion and diversity

The predominance of metrics-driven research evaluation is unequivocal and there are diverging trends globally when it comes to assessment reform, which risks leaving parts of the research community behind. In its analysis of the global landscape of research assessment (Curry et al., 2020; submitted), it appears that many research and funding institutions in higher-income countries/regions are beginning to include a broader set of indicators, such as qualitative ‘impact’ measures, while bibliometrics remain predominant in institutions in the ‘Global South’, across all disciplines. Without more inclusive action, there risks being a divergence of national assessment systems, potentially introducing yet further systemic bias and potential incompatibilities in research, evaluation, funding and publishing systems. This, in turn, may inhibit international research collaboration and the mobility of researchers. In creating barriers to north–south collaboration, it may also inhibit the concomitant strengthening of research ecosystems in the Global South – robust research evaluation strengthens research ecosystems and trust in them, reduces the likelihood of brain drain and helps establish a strong human capital for sustainable development.

16 The Global North generally refers to industrialized or developed economies, as defined by the United Nations (2021), while the Global South, refers to economies newly industrialized or that are in the process of industrializing or in development, and that are frequently current or former subjects of colonialism.
development. Nevertheless, one-size-fits-all versions of what constitutes good performance generate forms of behaviour not necessarily conducive to excellence, fairness, transparency and inclusion. To measure the achievements of scholars who have thrived in supportive, well-resourced environments where opportunities abound, in the same way as those who have fought challenges and overcome hurdles in hostile and unsupportive environments is questionable at best (GYA, 2022\textsuperscript{17}). Many scholars feel historical and geographical exclusion from the research community, fuelled in large part by the way they are assessed throughout their careers. In excluding some forms of research and failing to harness a diversity of ideas globally, there is a risk that current research assessment practices promote a mainstream/follower culture of dominant Western-conceived models.

Researchers in low-income countries and at early stages in their career need a voice so that they can help shape new evaluation models in context-sensitive ways that are fit-for-purpose and account for the challenges they face on a day-to-day basis. The GYA and growing number of National Young Academies give ECRs this voice, and the GYA’s Working Group on Scientific Excellence\textsuperscript{18} offers its views on the reform of research evaluation (see text box).

### Views from the early career researcher community

Early career researchers (ECRs) are especially concerned about the practices of research evaluation because their career prospects and pursuit of their research agenda crucially depend on how they are evaluated. This informs funding, hiring and promotion practices in ways that are not always perceived as fair and equitable.

While it is obvious that funding and human-resources decisions affect the composition of the labour force of researchers, it is not always recognized that, through its impact on funding, research evaluation shapes incentives for institutions and researchers to pursue a certain research trajectory, work in a certain field or join some networks over others. In this way, research evaluation shapes the development of science itself, and this is especially true in relation to its disproportionate impact on the prospects and expectations of ECRs.

Although science is a global enterprise, some scholars face higher barriers to enter and engage with the research community because of where they were born, their identity or socio-economic background. This is an issue of organization of the science industry and not of research evaluation per se, but many ECRs feel that evaluation criteria should not be blind to this reality of researchers’ experience, and should not impose uniform and standardized criteria to different situations.

Research conducted by the Scientific Excellence Working Group of the GYA (forthcoming report) shows that research assessment might be driven more by a country’s research policy than by cultural or scientific debates. Focusing on promotion criteria to full professorship (or equivalent) in academia, the report shows that national policies and institutions tend to have specific documents setting out their criteria for research assessment. Rather than encompassing a large and varied set of criteria that could be used to form a comprehensive view of a researcher, these documents tend to focus on a single dimension or priority. For example, some documents focus on the evaluation of a researcher’s service activities (such as teaching and mentoring) or some on a researcher’s accumulated output (for example, in terms of number of journal articles) – but rarely both.

\textsuperscript{17} InterAcademy Partnership. Session 12: Winning from Greater Inclusion: Relation Between Diversity and Academic Culture. IAP, https://www.interacademies.org/page/session-12-winning-greater-inclusion-relation-between-diversity-and-academic-culture

\textsuperscript{18} Global Young Academy. Scientific Excellence Working Group. Berlin, Germany, GYA. https://globalyoungacademy.net/activities/scientific-excellence/
There are two main implications of this finding. First, that research assessment is hierarchical and top-down. This creates a risk, insofar as both metrics and qualitative methods often ignore the diversity of researchers: both in their background and career paths, and – equally important – diversity in their methods and ideas. In contrast, ECRs represented in the GYA feel it would be important to recognize the diversity of activities that are necessary for the research enterprise, and to devise research evaluation schemes that foster diversity and pluralism rather than mandating conformity and homologation.

Second, differences between disciplines are less significant than differences according to the economic status of countries in which a researcher works. Lower-income countries seem to rely on quantitative metrics and reward ‘productivity’, while higher-income countries are increasingly more open to qualitative assessment of impact. Should this divergence develop further, it might constitute a further obstacle to the international mobility of scholars – which is especially important for ECRs.

In conclusion, the GYA report stresses that there is no silver bullet: research evaluation should be geared toward the objectives of evaluation, and ultimately the goals of an institution or a country’s research policy. Evaluation should allow for the diversity of researcher profiles and careers, and adopt a different focus depending on the purpose of the evaluation. Science being a global and self-critical conversation, an external evaluation may not always be necessary. Indeed, the use and real value of invidious rankings (of people, institutions, outlets or even whole countries) is often debated.

1.3 Optimizing research as a global public good

Today’s global challenges, many of which are articulated in the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), require transformative, crossdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research, which itself requires new modalities of research delivery and cooperation (ISC, 2021). The urgency for inclusive, participatory, transformative, transdisciplinary research is not matched by how research is supported, assessed and funded – for research to deliver on its promise to society, it needs more open, inclusive, context-sensitive assessment systems (Gluckman, 2022).

The embedded behaviour of academics, funders and publishers can make change difficult, so that investment can potentially be directed away from the very areas of greatest need.

The growth in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research and participatory or citizen science are important developments and vital in addressing global challenges. As research cuts across disciplinary and institutional boundaries and engages a wider set of stakeholders – including the user community to co-design urgent research questions for society – traditional academic research assessment criteria are insufficient and may even constrain transdisciplinary

---


research development and use (Belcher et al., 2021). More appropriate principles and criteria are needed to guide transdisciplinary research practice and evaluation: an early example of a quality assessment framework is built around principles of relevance, credibility, legitimacy and utility (Belcher et al., 2016).

1.4 Responding to a fast-changing world

The ways in which research is commissioned, funded, conducted and communicated are evolving at pace and require the acceleration of research evaluation reform. They include the following:

(1) The transition to open science

The open science movement requires concomitant reform of research evaluation systems to improve openness and transparency. Many of the metrics and indicators used to measure research performance are themselves opaque and frequently calculated behind closed commercial doors. This lack of transparency compromises the autonomy of the research community – it restricts options for evaluating, testing, verifying and improving research indicators (Wilsdon et al., 2015). Responsible research assessment is becoming a core aspect of global moves towards open science, as witnessed, for example, in the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Recommendation on Open Science (UNESCO, 2021) – which includes the development of an Open Science Toolkit for its members to help them review and reform their research career assessments and evaluation criteria.

(2) Developments in peer review

The growth of open peer review – whether publishing peer review reports and/or public identification of reviewers – is an important development for research evaluation (Barroga, 2020; Woods et al., 2022). The growth of data infrastructure has enabled publishers to generate Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) for peer review reports, link peer review reports to individual Open Researcher and Contributor IDs (ORCIDs) and publish papers as preprints. The number of preprints grew significantly during the global COVID pandemic and exposed the challenges posed in assessing research in rapid response mode. Nevertheless, open peer review practices – whether pre- or post-publication – may help to disrupt the control commercial publishers have over research communication and knowledge production processes, reducing the power of the scientific journal and associated metrics such as JIFs. Open records of peer review activities may also provide infrastructure to document – and in time generate greater value in – peer review.

---


25 A UNESCO source revealed that this work is presently on hold because the debate is dominated by only a few and does not necessarily resonate with many: extensive dialogue must precede the development of recommendations.


activities, which are a vital professional service often largely invisible and under-appreciated within academic assessments (Kaltenbrunner et al., 202228).

(3) The application of artificial intelligence and machine learning

Technological advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning are likely to have profound consequences for research evaluation, including peer review processes supporting it (e.g. Holm et al., 202229; Proctor et al., 202030). AI is already being used to streamline and strengthen peer review (Nature, 201531; Nature, 202232), test the quality of peer review (Severin et al., 202233), test the quality of citations (Gadd, 202234), detect plagiarism (Foltýnek et al., 202035), catch researchers doctoring data (Quach, 202236) and find peer reviewers, who are increasingly in short supply because this work does not get the credit it deserves in researcher evaluation. ‘Conversational AI’, such as ChatGPT (Chat Generative Pre-Trained Transformer), has the capacity to design experiments, write and complete manuscripts, conduct peer review and support editorial decisions to accept or reject manuscripts (Nature, 202337). There is also potential for AI to improve the efficiency of peer review by using algorithms to ease the burden of peer reviewers as referees of research output (Nature, 202238). The use of AI is already being piloted in China to find referees (Nature, 201939).

All of these AI applications can reduce this burden and allow experienced experts to focus their judgement on research quality and more complex assessments (Theelwall, 202240). But they also risk propagating biases because they are predictive technologies that reinforce existing data which may be biased (for example by gender, nationality, ethnicity or age): indeed, the use of AI itself could benefit from a deeper understanding of what constitutes ‘quality’ research (Chomsky et al., 202341; ISI, 202242).

33 Severin, An., Strinzel, M., Egger, M., Barros, T., Sokolov, A., Mouatt, J. and Muller, S. 2022. Arxiv,
Vitally, however, all forms of AI and machine learning are open to abuse (Blauth et al., 2022; Bengio, 2019). Academic and research communities will need to build preparedness and resilience to this, working with government, industry and civil society leadership governing this space.

(4) The rise of social media

Conventional quantitative measures of research impact fail to account for the rise in social media engagement and socially networked researchers/academics (Jordan, 2022). Many academics use social media platforms to engage communities, policymakers and publics throughout the lifetime of their research project; to positively engage with, test and inform their research, and bring a diversity of ideas and inputs, rather than simply publishing the final output as a fait accompli for a recipient audience. This engagement is not picked up by conventional forms of research assessment yet can lead to wider influencing and outreach opportunities. Social media metrics (‘altmetrics’) are being developed as a contribution to responsible metrics (Wouters et al., 2019) and include Twitter or Facebook mentions and the number of followers on ResearchGate, for example. On the one hand, these altmetrics can help open up, create space and broaden evaluation (Rafols and Stirling, 2020) but on the other hand – like other indicators – can also be used irresponsibly and/or be seen to impose another layer of metrics in evaluation systems.

2. THE CHALLENGES FOR RESEARCH EVALUATION REFORM

Challenges to the reform of research evaluation are manyfold. A few of the most significant are illustrated here.

Any reform that includes more qualitative measures must – at the same time – safeguard the quality of basic and applied research. There is anecdotal evidence that some scientists may oppose reform, perhaps especially advanced career researchers who have thrived in the current system, because they fear it risks fuelling mediocre research, or that more qualitative forms of evaluation may favour applied over basic research. Reform of research evaluation criteria tends to be framed around moves towards mission-oriented, societally impactful research which appeal to public and political support in a way that less tangible basic or blue-skies research may not. Some argue that a more nuanced interpretation of research ‘value’ is required to underpin innovation, as the future requires continued investment in fundamental, curiosity-driven research and a wider appreciation of the crucial role it plays in the capacity to respond to global challenges (GYA, 2022[48]).

The lack of consistency in the meaning and use of research terminology, more generally, is a barrier to change. The conceptual framework for research evaluation has not changed substantively over time, nor has the language supporting it: the research system is still stuck in old dichotomies such as ‘basic’ and ‘applied’ science, and terms like ‘impact’, ‘quality’ (unhelpfully equated with productivity) and ‘excellence’ are not clearly defined in a way that avoids geographic, disciplinary, career stage and gender bias (Jong et al., 2021[49]): this may be particularly acute in decision-making panels lacking diversity (Hatch and Curry, 2020[50]).

Like metrics-driven evaluation, more qualitative forms of evaluation are also imperfect. Making the argument that peer review processes and expert judgement are at least as important as bibliometrics is not straightforward. They can be biased due to the lack of clarity and transparency in the peer review process. Peer review committees, for example, have been criticized as mechanisms which preserve established forms of power and privilege by enabling ‘old boys’ networks’ and homophily (evaluators seeking out those like themselves) to persist, while also being vulnerable to groupthink dynamics. Quantitative metrics, however imperfect, are seen in some parts of the world as a defence against nepotism and bias. Similar arguments can be applied to the peer review of research papers, with the use of more qualitative assessment potentially opening the door to other forms of discriminatory behaviour.

The lack of professional recognition of, and training for, peer review in any form creates disincentives to serve as a peer reviewer, thereby reducing capacity. Further, as demand exceeds supply, it can create incentives to cut corners and reduce rigour. Increasing peer review transparency (whether fully open, anonymized or hybrid) and training, fostering and rewarding good peer review practice are all required; as is further research on models for its evolution as research outputs diversify (IAP, 2022[51]) and AI technologies advance.

Debates on research evaluation reform are complex and not binary. Qualitative and quantitative information have often been combined in peer review contexts: statements like the

---

50 Hatch, A. and Curry, S. 2020. Research Culture: Changing how we evaluate research is difficult, but not impossible. elife, Vol. 9, p. e58654.
51 IAP. 2022. Combatting Predatory Academic Journals and Conferences. Trieste, Italy, IAP.
Leiden Manifesto for Research Metrics (Hicks et al., 201552) call for ‘informed peer review’ in which expert judgement is supported – but not led by – appropriately selected and interpreted quantitative indicators and by qualitative information. The debate on research evaluation is not a binary ‘qualitative versus quantitative’ choice of evaluation tools, but how to ensure the best combination of multiple forms of information.

Finally, any reform must also be convenient and practicable. The research system is already showing signs of collapsing under itself, as the volume of publications rises exponentially and the burden of review falls unevenly across the research enterprise (e.g. Publons, 201853; Kovanis et al., 201654; Nature, 202355). Journal-based metrics and the h-index, together with qualitative notions of publisher prestige and institutional reputation, can provide convenient shortcuts for busy evaluators and present obstacles to change that have become deeply entrenched in academic evaluation (Hatch and Curry, 202056). Quantitative metrics are hailed in some countries as providing relatively clear and unambiguous routes for appointment and promotion. In the ‘Global South’, average impact factors are routinely used to shortlist applicants, and any alternative must be equally implementable and able to draw on the additional resources inevitably required to broaden the scope of evaluation. The convenience of using simple quantitative metrics in research evaluation is likely to be a major obstacle for change, and the introduction of new evaluation systems may even create more global inequity due to lack of capacity or competence in some countries.

3. SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS TO REFORM RESEARCH EVALUATION

Over the past decade, there have been a series of high-profile manifestos and principles on research evaluation to address these challenges, including the Leiden Manifesto (developed by a group of international experts), the Hong Kong Principles [Moher et al., 2020] (developed at the 6th World Conference on Research Integrity in 2019) and The Metric Tide and Harnessing the Metric Tide [Wilsdon et al., 2015] reports (developed in the context of a review of the UK’s research and evaluation framework, REF). There are at least 15 distinct efforts urging key stakeholders – whether policymakers, funders or heads of higher education institutions (HEIs) – to minimize the potential harm of current assessment systems. All of these initiatives have reached a wide audience and are progressive in their focus on responsible metrics as a prerequisite for improving research culture and bringing equality, diversity, inclusion and belonging into the research community. But there is a growing concern from some architects of these initiatives that, while helpful, they detract from tangible practical action: the act of being a signatory is only effective if followed up with practical implementation (Nature, 2022).

There is increasing support for ‘responsible research assessment or evaluation’ and ‘responsible metrics’ (DORA, 2012; Hicks et al., 2015; Wilsdon et al., 2015) that move away from purely quantitative metrics to a wider variety of measures to enable researchers to describe the economic, social, cultural, environmental and policy impact of their research; to account for issues the research community values: ‘data for good’ or ‘value-led indicators’ that address wider attributes (Curry et al., 2022). In recent years, innovative and progressive approaches to responsible research assessment have been developed and piloted by some HEIs and research funders in regions and countries around the world. Some are highlighted here.

### 3.1 Global manifestos, principles and practices

Of the global initiatives mentioned above, the 2013 San Francisco ‘Declaration on Research Assessment’ (DORA) is perhaps the most active global initiative. It has catalogued problems caused by using journal-based indicators to evaluate the performance of individual researchers and provides 18 recommendations to improve such evaluation. DORA categorically discourages the use of journal-based metrics to assess a researcher’s contribution or when looking to hire, promote or fund. As of mid-April 2023, the declaration has been signed by 23,059 signatories (institutions and individuals) in 160 countries, committing to reform. With a focus on navigating
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the intrinsic challenges and innate biases of qualitative assessment, DORA is developing **Tools to Advance Research Assessment (TARA)** to help put the declaration into practice: these tools include a dashboard to index and classify innovative policies and practices in career assessment and a toolkit of resources to help de-bias committee composition and to recognize different, qualitative forms of research impact.

Additionally, DORA is funding ten projects – in Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Colombia (2), India, Japan, Netherlands, Uganda and Venezuela – to test different ways of promoting reform in research evaluation in their local contexts, as well as compiling examples of good practice: for example, awareness raising, developing new policy or practice, training and practical guidance for job applicants (DORA). Demand for grants of this kind has been high – over 55 applicants from 29 countries – indicating a growing recognition of the need for reform.

Professional research management associations like the International Network of Research Management Societies (INORMS) have also been actively developing resources to guide organizational change, including the **SCOPE Framework Research Evaluation Group**. The INORMS SCOPE framework for research evaluation which starts by defining what is valued, who is being evaluated and why (a useful explanatory poster).

The international development sector has offered new perspectives on research evaluation, a prime example being **Research Quality Plus** which measures what matters to people at the receiving end of research. The Research Quality Plus (RQ+) tool recognizes that scientific merit is necessary but not sufficient, acknowledging the crucial role of the user community in determining whether research is relevant and legitimate. It also recognizes that research update and influence begin during the research process. Research applications are often assessed by highly interdisciplinary panels, also containing development experts from outside academia (e.g. a government department or nongovernment organization (NGO)), practitioners and in-country representatives: this reinforces the importance of the user community/non-subject experts needing to understand the research and how it can be applied in practice. Research in complex, low-income or fragile settings can be accompanied by an ethics toolkit or framework, designed to inform and support ethical choices in the research lifecycle, from inception to dissemination and impact. e.g. **Reid et al., 2019**. Theory of Change approaches are widely used in international development research by donors, NGOs and multilateral agencies, where applicants must articulate pathways to impact, supported by monitoring, evaluation and learning frameworks, e.g. **Valters, 2014**. The academic research community can potentially learn from the development community.

Recognizing the role of funders in shaping the strategies of HEIs, the **Global Research Council’s Responsible Research Assessment (RRA) initiative** has been incentivizing major research
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funders all over the world to work towards RRA ambitions in their own regional and national contexts and to develop effective evaluation frameworks to assess impact (explanatory video here). Commissioning a working paper on RRA (Curry et al., 2020), the GRC called for its members to embed RRA principles and take concrete action to fulfil them, and to learn from each other through collaboration and sharing of good practice. An international working group is providing guidance and support to GRC members, helping them transition from movement to action.

In large part through the efforts of the GYA, ECRs are also beginning to mobilize themselves around this agenda. Its Working Group on Scientific Excellence is working to identify research environments conducive to ‘unleashing curiosity and creativity in science and to foster the development of human potential through diversity and inclusion’. Their work calls for the ECR community to challenge definitions of ‘excellence’ used by their organizations, to get involved in initiatives to reform research evaluation and to join the Young Academies movement. It also calls on funding and hiring bodies to involve ECRs in research evaluation debates and acknowledge a broader diversity of contributions to, and careers in, research.

Although some universities and other HEIs are signatories to DORA and/or joining the European movement (described below), they do not appear to be organizing themselves collectively around research evaluation in the way that other key constituencies are.

3.2 Regional perspectives and developments

Problems created by evaluation systems that are almost exclusively quantitative are largely seen and diagnosed from a ‘Global North’ perspective, with the ‘Global South’ at risk of playing catch-up. At the risk of over-generalization, there are major systemic issues in the ‘Global North’ around the lack of diversity, equity and inclusion that are exacerbated by evaluation systems. In the ‘Global South’, there is a lack of local and regional definition of what constitutes ‘quality’ and ‘impact’, widely varying evaluation systems (even across departments at the same university), and relatively little in the way of challenge to the status quo. The world over, problems derive from the overemphasis on quantitative indicators, the link between evaluation and resource allocation, the highly competitive funding system and pressure to publish, and the disregard for other, less quantifiable dimensions of research and academic life.

Peer-reviewed literature on comparative studies of research evaluation reform is sparse. A rare exception is a comparison of research evaluation interventions in six different geographies (Australia, Canada, Germany, Hong Kong, New Zealand and UK), which observes that the indexed performance of all six appears to improve after multiple types of intervention (at least using conventional bibliometric indicators) (ISI, 2022). DORA provides (largely institutional)
case studies on its webpage (DORA\textsuperscript{78}) and in a report (DORA, 2021\textsuperscript{79}) designed to inspire others to act, but these are predominantly European examples.

Here, the authors provide regional overviews and national examples of experimentation and reform for further insight – these are not intended to be comprehensive or exhaustive.

3.2.1 Europe

The EU Coalition on Reforming Research Assessment\textsuperscript{80}, or CoARA, approved in July 2022, is the largest initiative on research evaluation reform in the world. Four years in the making and developed by 350 organizations in 40 (largely European) countries, the European University Association and Science Europe (a network of the continent’s science funders and academies), in concert with the European Commission, have developed an agreement or set of principles (a ‘reform journey’), for more inclusive and responsible research assessment (CoARA, 2022\textsuperscript{81}). The agreement focuses on three levels of assessment: institutions, individual researchers and the research itself. While governed by European partners, the coalition has ambitions to become global and both DORA and the GYA are already signatories. Signatories undertake to commit resources to improve research evaluation, develop new criteria and tools for evaluation, and raise awareness and provide training on research evaluation (e.g. to peer reviewers). This development has been described as ‘the most hopeful sign yet of real change’ (Nature, 2022\textsuperscript{82}).

The EU is also funding some exciting new initiatives designed to support research evaluation reform: notably, Open and Universal Science (OPUS\textsuperscript{83}) – to develop a ‘comprehensive suite’ of indicators across multiple research processes and outputs, and thereby incentivize European researchers to practice open science – and the open science assessment dataspace GraspOS\textsuperscript{84} – to build an open dataspace to support policy reform for research assessment.

The European Research Council (ERC), which supports frontier research across all fields (with a budget of €16 billion for 2021–2027)\textsuperscript{85} has signed CoARA and has amended its evaluation forms and processes to build in more narrative descriptions, including accounting for less conventional career paths and ‘exceptional contributions’ to the research community. Proposals will be judged more on their merit than on the past achievements of the applicant and will continue to be evaluated by peer review panels composed of leading scholars using the sole criterion of scientific excellence (ERC, 2022\textsuperscript{85}).

Some European academies are also engaged. The Board of ALLEA, the European Federation of Academies of Sciences and Humanities, representing nine of the 50-plus national academies in
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40 European countries, has endorsed the CoARA movement. ALLEA has undertaken to establish a dedicated task force to collect, exchange and promote good practice for admitting new Academy Fellows and to contribute to ‘meaningful cultural exchange’ of research assessment, based on principles of quality, integrity, diversity and openness. In its October 2022 statement, ALLEA calls on member academies to do the following:

1. Recognise the diversity of contributions to, and careers in, research in accordance with the needs and nature of the research: in the case of Academy fellows, selection procedures should (1) take into consideration gender balance and the unique challenges of early career researchers, (2) support diversity of cultures and disciplines, (3) value a variety of competency areas and talents, and (4) promote interdisciplinarity and multilingualism.

2. Base research assessment primarily on qualitative evaluation for which peer review is central, supported by responsible use of quantitative indicators; assessment of excellence and impact regarding candidate fellows’ work should be based on qualitative peer review that meets the fundamental principles of rigor and transparency and takes into consideration the specific nature of the scientific discipline.

3. Abandon inappropriate use of journal- and publication-based metrics in research assessment; in particular, this means moving away from using metrics like the Journal Impact Factor (JIF), Article Influence Score (AIS) and h-index as dominant proxies for quality and impact.

In their joint response to the EU Agreement and CoARA Coalition, the ECR community in the GYA have also welcomed this commitment and offer ways of implementing its principles. These include practices that are inclusive and reflect the diversity of national specificities and disciplines’ characteristics, with researchers of all career stages receiving training, incentives and rewards, with mandatory training on open science for researchers, staff and committee members being vital.

Research-intensive universities in Europe have also got behind the reform of research evaluation as a pathway for ‘multidimensional’ research careers (Overlaet, B., 2022). They have developed a common framework to inspire and support universities to recognize a diversity of contributions in research, education and service to society. At the national level, several countries are now piloting different assessment models: for example, national funding agencies in Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland and UK are all using ‘narrative CVs’. Narrative CVs look more holistically at academic achievement: contribution to the generation of knowledge, to the development of individuals, to the wider research community and to broader society (Royal Society). While there is widening support for these types of CVs, there is also some concern that they force academics to be good at everything, and thus risk compromising deep expertise in the
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pursuit of all-rounder status (Grove, J., 2021\textsuperscript{90}).

Four examples of national research systems that are coordinating \textit{nationwide} reforms in career-oriented academic assessments are included in the following text boxes.

\textbf{National example: The UK}

The UK Research Evaluation Framework (REF) measures research impact through two dimensions: ‘significance’ (the tangible difference a project makes) and ‘reach’ (the quantifiable extent to which it does so) (UKRI). Impact here is defined as ‘an effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environment or quality of life, beyond academia’ but beyond this it is very open-ended, discipline-variable and arguably ambiguous, failing to account adequately for public engagement, for example.

The UK’s REF is being evaluated in 2022–2023 under the Future Research Assessment Programme to explore possible new approaches to the assessment of UK higher education research performance, and includes understanding international research assessment practice. The next iteration of the REF will possibly account for a more diverse set of outputs and perhaps even reduce the importance attached to them. The current model attaches 60% importance to outputs, 25% to research impact and 15% to research culture/environment. If these were more evenly weighted, then the REF would look very different, with more importance attached to research culture, research integrity and team working (Grove, 2020).

\textbf{National example: Finland}

In 2020, Finland’s Federation of Learned Societies coordinated a taskforce of research funders, universities and unions that published the statement \textit{Good Practice in Research Assessment}. This sets out guidance for following a responsible process for assessment of individual academics, including five general principles of evaluation: transparency, integrity, fairness, competence and diversity. \textit{Good Practice in Research Assessment} calls on research integrity, education and mentorship, and scientific service (e.g. peer review) to be better acknowledged in assessing individuals’ academic contributions. The statement sees assessments as not simply about producing summative judgements: it also encourages evaluators to share feedback with individuals being evaluated to facilitate feedback and learning.

Research-performing organizations and research funding organizations have all committed to implementing \textit{Good Practice in Research Assessment} and generating their own local variations on the guidance, and a national researcher portfolio CV model is being developed. \textit{Good Practice in Research Assessment} commits to regular reviews and refinements.

National example: The Netherlands

In the Netherlands, the national Recognition and Rewards programme commenced in 2019, with publication of the position statement Room for Everyone’s Talent. This nationwide collaboration between the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW – an IAP and ISC member), research funders, universities and medical centres states that systems-wide modernization of research assessment cultures needs to occur. In doing so, it lays out five ambitions for change in assessment procedures: greater career path diversity, recognizing individual and team performance, prioritizing quality of work over quantitative indicators, open science and academic leadership.

Since 2019, Dutch universities have moved to enact their own local translations of the national vision statement. Simultaneously, funding agencies have initiated more ‘narrative CV’ formats and ceased requesting bibliometric information, citing San Francisco DORA as an inspiration. The Dutch Research Council has very recently moved to an ‘evidence-based CV’ in which some quantitative information may be used. The KNAW also developed its own three-year plan to implement the Recognition and Rewards agenda internally. A full-time program manager and team have been appointed to facilitate the Recognition and Rewards reform programme, and a ‘Recognition and Rewards Festival’ is held annually among major reform stakeholders to support community-wide learning.

Finally, funded by a DORA Community Engagement grant, the Young Scientist in Transition initiative for PhD students, based in Utrecht, has developed a new evaluation guide for PhDs, in an effort to change research culture.

National example: Norway

In 2021, Norway, Universities Norway and the Norwegian Research Council published NOR-CAM – A toolbox for recognition and rewards in academic assessments. NOR-CAM provides a matrix framework for improving transparency and broadening the evaluation of research and researchers away from narrow bibliometric-informed indicators. NOR-CAM stands for Norwegian Career Assessment Matrix, and was adapted from a 2017 report by the European Commission which presented the Open Science Career Assessment Matrix. Like its European predecessor, NOR-CAM also posits ways for better integrating open science practices into assessments. The matrix aims to guide evaluators and candidates for academic positions, research funding applications and national evaluators evaluating Norwegian research and education. It is also intended to act as a general guide for individual career development.

The matrix includes six main areas of competence: research outputs, research process, pedagogical competencies, impact and innovation, leadership and other competencies. The matrix then provides suggestions to enable career planning and assessment recognition around each of the criteria – examples of results and skills, means of documentation and prompts for reflection about each criterion. Candidates are not expected to perform equally on all criteria.

NOR-CAM was created by a working group of research performing and funding organization stakeholders, coordinated by Universities Norway, meaning in principle it has buy-in from members of all Norwegian universities. Workshops involving Norwegian universities have been held subsequently to co-develop ways of integrating NOR-CAM into appointment and promotion assessment procedures, and an ‘automatic’ CV system is being developed to retrieve data from multiple national and international sources is in development to reduce administrative burden. Coordinators from the abovementioned three national-level reform schemes have met regularly to exchange their experiences and shared learning.
3.2.2 Latin America and the Caribbean

Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) contrast in many ways to other parts of the world. Here, science is considered a global public good and its research and academic publishing systems and infrastructure are publicly owned (funded) and non-commercial; but these regional strengths and traditions are not yet reflected in evaluation systems. Key stakeholders who can effect change are the national research councils, ministries of science and main research universities – the role of HEIs is vital, given that more than 60% of researchers are located in universities (RiCyT, 2020). There is the potential to align evaluation systems more closely with the SDGs and with open science and citizen science movements, which have a flourishing tradition in the region.

Currently, there is high fragmentation of research assessment systems nationally, locally and institutionally, putting research in competition with other functions, such as teaching, extension and coproduction. Research evaluation and researcher award systems in LAC generally favour a notion of excellence anchored in methodologies of the ‘Global North’, based exclusively on the impact factor of journals and university rankings (CLACSO, 2020). Recognition of different forms of knowledge production and communication, and the multiplicity of academic careers (e.g. teaching, training and mentoring, citizen science and public communication of science) are largely absent in research evaluation practices. This is especially problematic for researchers in social sciences and humanities, where monographs and local languages are used extensively (CLACSO, 2021). Regional journals and indicators are devalued or not recognized in such evaluation processes. All of this is exacerbated by weak information systems and weak interoperability of (especially community-owned) infrastructures, underfunded because scarce funds are directed to APC payments for open access journals.

Nevertheless, some universities in the region are beginning to implement evaluation practices that deploy a combination of qualitative and quantitative methodologies, especially in the assessment of researchers and missions-oriented research (Gras, 2022). The transition to more comprehensive research evaluation schemes will require the co-design of more qualitative criteria; the responsible use of quantitative data and strengthening peer review processes; incremental changes that harmonize and coordinate policies and methodologies toward shared principles on responsible research assessment and open science; new methodologies and data for better assessing inter/ transdisciplinary science, environmental and local issues; shared, interoperable, sustainable, federated infrastructures that support bibliodiversity and multilingualism; and participatory, bottom-up designs that broaden participation of citizens and social movements and the inclusion of underrepresented research groups.
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To address these challenges, the region has adopted a set of principles and guidelines for research assessment. The CLACSO-FOLEC Declaration of Principles for Research Assessment\(^95\), approved in June 2022, sets out to guarantee and protect quality and socially relevant science, and embrace the principles of DORA and open science, the diversity of research outputs and research careers, the value of regional journals and indexing services, and of interdisciplinarity, local language and indigenous knowledge. To-date, it has over 220 adherents and there are already positive trends in responsible research assessment and examples of reform. Some national examples are provided in the following text boxes.

**National example: Colombia**

Funded by a DORA Community Engagement Award, the Colombian Associations of Universities, University Publishers, Research Managers and a network of science and technology management, among others, have been working together on the opportunities and challenges of responsible metrics in Colombia. Through a series of workshops and consultations, including with international organizations as benchmarks, they have developed a rubric to help Colombian institutions design their own REFs. This rubric endeavours to account for challenges identified at the local level, which – for HEIs – include the lack of knowledge on research evaluation alternatives, the nature of the national research evaluation ecosystem and resistance to change. A dedicated website has been developed, together with infographics to assist researchers, and dissemination and learning continues to be shared across the country.

More information: [The Colombian responsible metrics project: towards a Colombian institutional, methodological instrument for research assessment | DORA](sfdora.org)

**National example: Argentina**

An interesting attempt of reform in the National Council for Scientific and Technical Research (Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas – CONICET) has been the creation of a special resolution for the social and human sciences that puts journals indexed in the mainstream circuit on the same level with journals indexed in regional bases such as SciELO, Redalyc or Latindex-Catálogo. The regulation is currently under review, to clarify some ambiguities in its implementation and expand its criteria. In turn, in 2022, CONICET’s Directors Board adhered to the San Francisco DORA, publicly acknowledging its commitment to improve research by strengthening the evaluation and continuous improvement of its processes.

The National Agency for the Promotion of Research, Technological Development and Innovation (Agencia Nacional de Promoción de la Investigación, el Desarrollo Tecnológico y la Innovación – AGENCIA I+D+i), under the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation, is the main research funder in the country due to the diversity and scope of its highly competitive calls. At present, AGENCIA is implementing a programme to strengthen research assessment processes in their main financial funds. Current improvements include the remuneration of peer reviewers to stimulate their commitment with these processes, incentive to open access as project outcomes should be destined to the public domain through publications or documents of open circulation (in accordance with the obligations of Open Access Institutional Digital Repositories' National Law 26.899) and the incorporation of equity and inclusivity dimensions through gender, underrepresented generational groups and/or institutional strengthening equalizer mechanisms in research assessment processes. Nevertheless, in various disciplinary
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committees, curricular background of leading researchers responsible for the proposals is still assessed by their peers with the use of citation impact indicators.

Finally, funded by a DORA Community Engagement Grant, the Faculty of Psychology at the Universidad Nacional de la Plata hosted a virtual event in September 2022 on assessment in psychology and social sciences that attracted over 640 (largely undergraduates) from 12 countries, demonstrating the interest of young people on the continent. The event has helped shape the faculty’s four-year management plan and will inform a book on the reform of academic evaluation in the Spanish-speaking context.

National example: Brazil

Research evaluation is hotly debated in Brazil among research institutions and researchers, if not state and federal governments. However, despite the highest number of institutional signatories for DORA in the world, examples of research evaluation reform are surprisingly few. Following a survey of in-country DORA signatories, institutional consultations and a public event, funded by a DORA Community Engagement Grant, a guide has been prepared for university leaders to explore responsible evaluation practices.

The guide focuses on three main actions: (1) raising awareness of responsible evaluation in all its forms; (2) training and capacity building of evaluators and those being evaluated; and (3) implementation and appraisal. The next steps are to build a network of practitioners – or ten university intelligence offices – to effect change in evaluation practices and pilot context-sensitive models, and ultimately develop a roadmap for Brazilian institutions who wish to bring about change.


3.2.3 North America

There is an ongoing shift away from purely quantitative indicators in North America, accelerated by the open science agenda. Open science and open review are helping to make evaluation practices more transparent, providing an opportunity for self-reflection and surfacing problems, e.g. self-citation and cronyism on hiring, promotion and peer review panels, as well as innate gender and other biases. Debates are ongoing about the need to develop smarter, intelligent indicators and mixed methods of evaluation, with potential for a hybrid, convergent model of evaluation that serves basic science (advancing knowledge) and applied science (societal impact).

There is also a recognition that universities need academic space and freedom to wean themselves off the tools they currently use for evaluation, without any ‘first mover disadvantage’, and that the user community should be part of the evaluation process to help measure the usability of knowledge, its uptake and impact. But there is also a contingent resistance to change (a ‘wilful blindness’) from the top and bottom of the research ecosystem – from those benefiting from the status quo and those who have recently entered it. Very few US universities have signed DORA and a new DORA project is endeavouring to understand why this is the case (TARA). Nevertheless, in both Canada and the USA there are some interesting examples of national and institutional initiatives designed to bring about systemic change (see the following text boxes).
National example: USA

In the US, the National Science Foundation is a leading voice for change through its Advancing Research Impact in Society programme and accompanying broader impacts toolkit for researchers and evaluators. Equity, diversity and inclusion, including engaging indigenous and traditionally marginalized communities, are key drivers. An IAP and ISC member, the US National Academies of Sciences is also looking to stimulate broad reform, providing a platform for information exchange and learning on reforming the traditional researcher CV (NAS Strategic Council, 2022). Borne out of the US academies’ work, the Higher Education Leadership Initiative for Open Scholarship is a cohort of more than 60 colleges and universities committed to collective action to advance open scholarship, including rethinking research evaluation to reward openness and transparency.

The National Institute for Health, for example, designed a new biosketch (SciENcv) for personnel in grant applications to minimize systemic bias and reporting burden, and at the same time be more impacts-driven.

National example: Canada

In Canada, there are multiple conversations about the reform of research evaluation, driven by DORA; all three federal research councils are signatories. The Natural Sciences and Engineering Council has redefined criteria for research quality, dispensing with bibliometrics, citations and the h-index, in line with DORA principles: quality metrics now include good research data and data access management, equity, diversity and inclusion, and training responsibilities. The other two research councils are likely to follow suit.

Canadian researchers tend to focus on ‘knowledge mobilization’, an intentional effort to advance the societal impact of research, through co-production with user communities (ISI, 2022). Research Impact Canada is a network of over 20 universities that aims to build institutional capacity through impact literacy, or the ability to ‘identify appropriate impact goals and indicators, critically appraise and optimize impact pathways, and reflect on skills needed to tailor approaches across contexts’ in order to maximize the impact of research for the public good.

It is worth noting that very few Canadian universities have signed DORA. The main motivator to any change is likely to be embracing indigenous scholarship: this has become a moral imperative in Canada.

3.2.4 Africa

Research incentive and reward systems in Africa tend to reflect ‘international’, primarily Western, norms and conventions. African institutions endeavour to follow these when developing their approach to ‘quality’ and ‘excellence’ in research but they are not always appropriate for local knowledge and needs. Research ‘quality’, ‘excellence’ and ‘impact’ are not well-defined on the continent, and some researchers are not used to a culture of ‘research impact’.

Evaluation systems in Africa tend not to account for research for societal benefit, teaching, capacity-building, research administration and management. Publication models are not context-sensitive, with APCs creating barriers to African research output. Reform of research evaluation systems could help correct asymmetries in the contribution African research can make to societal challenges, as well as improve access to resources to help the African research community do this. Breaking down barriers to cross-sectoral and cross-disciplinary cooperation is imperative to
enable a diversity of views and knowledge systems to thrive and help interpret what constitutes research quality for Africa. Mechanisms that integrate local, indigenous and ‘conventional’ world views about the assessment of research quality and excellence need to be considered in any reform.

Strong partnerships are being built around RRA on the continent. Funded by an international consortium of development agencies, the Science Granting Councils Initiative (SGCI), engaging 17 African countries, conducted a study on research excellence in Africa, looking at science funding agencies and researcher evaluation from a Global South perspective (Tijssen and Kraemer-Mbula, 2017). It explored the issue of research excellence in sub-Saharan Africa and the need for an approach which expands the notion of excellence beyond publications (Tijssen and Kraemer-Mbula, 2018); producing a guidelines document, that is currently being updated, on good practices in implementing research competitions (SGCI). At the World Science Forum in 2022, under the auspices of the SGCI and the GRC, South Africa’s National Research Foundation (NRF) and Department of Science and Innovation convened international and local partners to discuss the role of funding agencies in advancing RRA, and to share experiences, advance good practice and evaluate progress in capacity-building and collaboration (NRF, 2022).

The African Evidence Network, a pan-African, cross-sectoral network of over 3,000 practitioners has conducted some work on assessment of transdisciplinary research (African Evidence Network) but the extent to which this has been embedded in national and regional assessment systems is not yet clear. The Africa Research and Impacts Network has been working on a scorecard comprising a collection of indicators to evaluate the quality of science, technology and innovation (STI) assessment in Africa, which it hopes to develop into a web-based decision-making tool to guide STI investment decisions.

At the national level, incremental changes have begun – some examples are given in the following text boxes. Other countries where research funding agencies are taking the lead include Tanzania (COSTECH), Mozambique (FNI) and Burkina Faso (FONRID). The GRC’s RRA initiative is proving to be an important platform for change on the continent, as is learning from the international development sector, most notably, IDRC’s Research Quality Plus (RQ+) Assessment Framework, with the distinction that it has already been applied, studied and improved. The Africa-based International Evaluation Academy may also provide an interesting opportunity.
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**National example: Côte d’Ivoire**

At the heart of Côte d’Ivoire’s **Programme Appui Stratégique à la Recherche Scientifique (PASRES)** (Strategic Support Program for Scientific Research) is the belief that excellence in research must transcend the number of research publications and include the ‘research uptake’ dimension. Adapting to national context, the research evaluation process is based on criteria related to scientific and social relevance, the involvement of partners, student training, knowledge mobilization and feasibility. Evaluation panels involve scientific experts (to judge the quality of the research performed), the private sector (to judge economic enrichment) and other institutions (to measure the cultural and social potential of the research).

PASRES has established two local journals (one for social sciences and linguistics and the other for environment and biodiversity) and meets the entire cost of publishing in these. Finally, PASRES funds capacity-building activities and thematic conferences to enable researchers to present their research to the private sector and to civil society.

More information:


PASRES || Programme d’Appui Stratégique Recherche Scientifique (crsr.ch)
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**National example: South Africa**

Research evaluation in South Africa (SA) is predominantly focused around bibliometrics. Since 1986, when the Department of Higher Education (DHET) introduced a policy of paying subsidies to universities for research publications published in journals of accredited indexes, university research publication output grew concomitantly with the Rand value awarded per publication. In an effort to secure research funding and advance their careers, SA researchers published as many articles as quickly as they could, creating perverse and unintended consequences.

The Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) commissioned a report on scholarly publishing in the country (2005–2014) and found indications of questionable editorial practices and predatory publishing (ASSAf, 2019). Using a nuanced system of categorization, an estimated figure of 3.4% of total articles over the past ten years were judged to be predatory, with figures rising more steeply from 2011. Journals judged to be predatory were included on the DHET ‘acceptable for funding’ list and academics in all SA universities were found to be involved (Mouton and Valentine, 2017).

The ASSAf report made recommendations at systemic, institutional and individual levels and ensuing countermeasures by the DHET, NRF and some universities appears to have curbed predatory practices in SA with the incidence of predatory publishing by SA academics (in DHET accredited journals) peaking in 2014–2015 and subsequently declining. There were also concerns among researchers that DHET policies in SA discouraged collaboration and failed to recognize the contribution of individuals within large research teams, requiring a revision of performance appraisal/research evaluation schemes. The use of the publication unit system is now recognized as a poor proxy for the assessment of research quality and productivity and for the selection and promotion of academics.
National example: Nigeria

Universities in Nigeria evaluate researchers in three main areas: teaching, research productivity and community services. Of these, research productivity is more heavily weighted, with an emphasis on published peer-reviewed research articles and taking into consideration the number and roles of authors (first authorship and/or corresponding authorship) in these publications. In an effort to become more globally competitive, most universities assign more importance to journals indexed by International Scientific Indexing or SCOPUS, to place more emphasis on quality and international collaboration; and use the percentage of articles in these journals as promotion criteria.

An unfortunate consequence of this is that many researchers, especially those in the humanities, lack adequate funding and/or capacity to publish in these journals. Instead, they publish more review rather than research articles, or they feel compelled to include influential, senior colleagues as co-authors, by virtue of their financial rather than intellectual contribution. Plagiarism rises, as does predatory publishing. However, the overall global ranking of Nigerian universities has increased, thereby satisfying the government and funding agencies, and being seen as a success. Nigeria is not alone in this regard.

The Nigerian Academy of Science has re-established its own peer-reviewed journal as a flagship journal in which academics can publish (currently for free) and be rated highly by their institutions.

3.2.5 Asia-Pacific

Highly competitive, quantitative metrics-driven assessment systems dominate the region, with Anglophone countries typically shaping assessment frameworks and other countries following suit. In Australia, for example, there is a competitive funding system based on bibliometrics and university rankings: ‘even the SDGs are being turned into performance indicators’. Similar challenges exist in Malaysia and Thailand, and other ASEAN countries are likely to follow. An important exception is China where the government is playing a significant role in creating major systemic change and which could have profound implications globally (see text box).

Encouragingly, there is a growing awareness and concern amongst the research community in the region about the limits of current research evaluation systems and their threat to research integrity. Although ECRs, including National Young Academies and the ASEAN network of Young Scientists, together with grass roots movements, are increasingly engaging on this issue, they are struggling to be heard. Government and funding communities, including university leadership, are largely absent from the debate: they attach importance to quantitative metrics but do not appreciate the implications for research. Indeed, consultees report that more quantitative criteria are being added, to the extent that institutions and researchers are beginning to game the system, fuelling research misconduct.

But there are significant opportunities for change, as exemplified in the following text boxes.
**National example: China**

Now the most research-productive country in the world (Tollefson, 2018; Statista, 2019), and the second in terms of research investment (OECD, 2020), what happens in China has the potential to effect real systemic change. A new state-level policy aims to restore ‘the scientific spirit, innovation quality and service contribution’ of research and to ‘promote the return of universities to their original academic aims’ (MOST, 2020). Web of Science indicators will no longer be a predominant factor to evaluation or funding decisions, nor will the number of publications and JIFs. Publications in high-quality Chinese journals will be encouraged and their development supported. ‘Representative publications’ – 5–10 choice papers rather than exhaustive lists – are being sought in evaluation panels, together with criteria that assess the contribution research has made to resolving important scientific questions, providing new scientific knowledge or introducing innovations to, and genuine advancements of, a particular field.

In developing a research quality and excellence assessment system more attuned to its own needs, China’s largest funding agency for basic research, the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC), has carried out systematic reforms since 2018 to reflect shifts in science: changing global science landscapes, the importance of transdisciplinarity, the combination of applied and basic research and the interplay between research and innovation (Manfred Horvat, 2018), moving away from bibliometrics to a system that strengthens the local relevance of research in China (Zhang and Sivertsen, 2020). It has improved its peer review system for proposal evaluation to better fit curiosity-driven disruptive research, burning problems at the frontiers of research, excellent science applied to economic and social demands, and transdisciplinary research dealing with grand challenges. In 2021, 85% of proposals were submitted and reviewed using these categories. Recently, in November 2022, a two-year pilot reform plan for science and technology talent evaluation was announced, engaging eight ministries, twelve research institutes, nine universities and six local governments. Its objective will be to explore evaluation indicators and methods for science and technology talents engaged in different parts of the innovation system.

**Subregional example: Australia and New Zealand**

Both Australia and New Zealand are currently at important junctures. In Australia, ongoing concurrent reviews of the Australian Research Council, the Excellence in Research in Australia and Gold Open Access negotiations cumulatively present a window of opportunity (Ross, 2022).

Following public consultation on the future of science funding, New Zealand is developing a new systemic programme for the future of its national research and innovation system. Both Australia and New Zealand have contributed to the development of a metrics system for their indigenous research groups (CARE Principles).

**National example: India**

The Department of Science and Technology’s Centre for Policy Research (DST-CPR) has conducted recent studies on research assessment and its reform in India, leading workshops with key stakeholders (national funding agencies, research institutions and academies), interviews and surveys. It has found that, while universities and many institutions of national policy significance (like agriculture) focus almost exclusively on quantitative metrics, some funding agencies and institutions like Indian Institutes of Technology have been adopting more qualitative measures too. This more qualitative approach at top-tier institutions is already serving to divert more funding towards research on national priorities, although it is too early to say if it is having any quantifiable effect on research quality and impact.
The primary benchmark for assessment is peer review based on expert committee opinion, but only after initial screening of applications based wholly on quantitative metrics. Fundamental challenges also exist with these committees: the lack of diversity and understanding of open science practices, little consideration of societal impacts of research, and poor capacity and bias. These problems, and methodologies for assessment more generally, are poorly understood and there is a dearth of guidelines and literature on the subject.

Nevertheless, there is a growing awareness of the need to reform research assessment. Funded by a DORA community engagement grant, the Indian National Young Academy of Sciences partnered with the Indian Institute of Science (IISc) and DST-CPR to explore ways in which research assessment can be improved – their deliberations have been shared with key stakeholders with a view to stimulating a national conversation on the need to reform and ultimately change India’s research culture so that its research is more innovative and/or societally relevant. DST-CPR anticipates developing a framework for research excellence that could be integrated into its National Institutional Ranking Framework.

More information:


DORA_IdeasForAction.pdf (dstcriiisc.org).


**National example: Japan**

Research evaluation protocols are highly devolved in Japan: while there are ‘National Guidelines for Evaluating R&D’, issued by the Cabinet Office’s Council for Science, Technology and Innovation, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) and other ministries have also developed their own guidelines. On top of this, universities and research institutes have their own research evaluation systems in place for research and researchers, which – like in many parts of the world – have become linked to institutional performance and budgetary allocation.

There have been growing concerns about overreliance on quantitative evaluation. In response, the Science Council of Japan has prepared a recommendation on the future of research evaluation in Japan (2022) calling for less emphasis on quantitative and more on qualitative measures, more recognition of research diversity and responsibility in research evaluation and the monitoring of international trends in the reform of research evaluation practices. Ultimately, research interests and promotion should be at the heart of research evaluation, and every effort made to prevent fatigue, demotivation and excessive pressure on researchers.

A survey by MEXT on evaluation indicators found that the JIF is one of many indicators and, as such, has not had a strong impact in Japanese research, although this is discipline-dependent: for example, JIF use is higher in the medical sciences – and less-traditional research activities, such as open data, are less likely to be evaluated.

More information:

RECOMMENDATION - Toward Research Evaluation for the Advancement of Science: Challenges and Prospects for Desirable Research Evaluation (sci.go.jp)
In conclusion, there is a growing momentum for the reform of research evaluation in some regions, countries and institutions. Examples illustrated here include nationwide reforms, building consortia or coalitions of like-minded institutions seeking change, the targeting/steering of specific sectors and interventions to tackle perverse incentives and behaviours.

This is not yet a coherent and inclusive global conversation, nor are practices and insights necessarily shared openly. Some GYA, IAP and ISC members are already proactive in this space and opportunities could usefully be found to help them share their learning and good practice with each other and with the wider membership. The launch of the Global Observatory of Responsible Research Assessment (AGORRA) by the Research on Research Institute (RoRI) later in 2023 will provide a further platform for sharing learning, for the comparative analysis of national and international reform systems and to accelerate the two-way exchange and testing of good ideas across these systems.
4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has set out the major drivers, opportunities and challenges for research evaluation reform and collated illustrative examples of change happening at global, regional, national and institutional levels. The purpose of this is to mobilize the GYA, IAP and ISC and their respective members, as important constituencies of the global research ecosystem.

Building on the past decade of scientific literature and advocacy work, there are five main conclusions.

1. The imperative to rethink the way in which research individuals, institutions and outputs are evaluated is clear and urgent. Maintaining research integrity and quality, maximizing diverse, inclusive and non-discriminatory science, and optimizing science for the global public good are major drivers, set in the context of a fast-changing world.

2. The way in which research is commissioned, funded, delivered and communicated is evolving at pace. Moves towards mission-oriented and transdisciplinary science, open science frameworks, evolving models of peer review, the use of AI and machine learning and the rapid rise of social media are changing traditional ways of doing and communicating research, requiring new thinking on research evaluation systems and the metrics and peer review processes underpinning it. More, and urgent, research is needed to future-proof these systems.

3. There is an imperative for more balanced research evaluation systems with both quantitative and qualitative indicators that value multiple forms of research output, processes and activities. However, stating that qualitative peer review processes are at least as important as bibliometrics is not straightforward and is further complicated by different parts of the world being at different stages in developing their assessment systems: in some, debates on research evaluation reform are quite advanced, in others they are nascent or absent.

4. A concerted and genuinely global and inclusive initiative is required to mobilize key stakeholder communities to develop and implement coherent ways of assessing and funding research; learning from each other and from other sectors (notably the research funders and development agencies). Collective, inclusive action towards transformative change will need to recognize interconnectedness rather than internationalization or universalization, i.e. be context-sensitive, cognizant of different challenges faced by different parts of the world and the rich heterogeneity of research ecosystem, while at the same time ensuring sufficient homogeneity to enable compatible research and funding systems and researcher mobility, to minimize divergence and fragmentation. A partial, exclusive conversation risks further biasing and disadvantaging those who have historically been excluded.

5. Change is required at all levels – global, regional, national and institutional – because metrics cascade through the whole research ecosystem and all these levels are interconnected. All stakeholders need to play their part as partners not adversaries – including funders, universities, university and research institute associations, intergovernmental organizations (IGOs), governments and government networks, academies, science policy makers, research and innovation managers and individual researchers. The GYA, IAP and ISC membership, collectively, covers a large part of this rich landscape (Figure 1, Appendix C).
Figure 1: Stakeholder map relative to GYA, IAP and ISC membership
5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

The convening power of organizations like GYA, IAP and the ISC can help bring together a diversity of views and experiences across much of the research ecosystem: experimenting with, learning from, and building on, existing and new initiatives. Critically, they can connect with the key stakeholders in instigating change – governments, research funders and universities, and vital global movements like DORA – to help mobilize an architecture of actors. Collectively, they can serve as:

- **advocates** – raising awareness of research assessment debates, developments and reforms in recognition that their members serve as (i) mentors and supervisors of junior colleagues, (ii) leaders of HEIs, (iii) board members of funding and publishing governance bodies and (iv) advisers to policymakers;
- **innovators** – exploring different approaches to valuing basic and applied research in inclusive and innovative ways;
- **exemplars** – changing their own institutional culture – refreshing their membership, awards, publishing and conferencing practices, and leading by example;
- **evaluators** – capitalizing on the role of members at both institutional and individual levels whose business is to evaluate researchers, research and institutions, and those who have publishing, editorial and peer review roles;
- **funders** – drawing on the funding agencies represented in ISC, in particular, and members who manage and disperse large national and international grants;
- **collaborators** – supporting already established campaigns for reform, e.g. DORA, the EU’s CoARA and UNESCO’s open science commitment.

The authors of this paper encourage the GYA, IAP and the ISC, and organizations like them, to engage in the following ways:

**ACTION 1: Share learning and good practice**

This paper highlights examples of interventions and innovations from around the world. Space for sharing experiences and building a strong and inclusive ‘coalition of the willing’ is vital.

1.1: **Provide a platform** for members who are already proactive in this space to share their learning and build strategic connections, especially at the national level. Use these examples to help populate DORA’s dashboard of learning and good practice.

1.2: **Survey and map member-led developments in research evaluation reform** to identify institutional, national and regional approaches, and to find and share good practice. Convene those who have already led/engaged in major national and international initiatives to build advocacy and learning across the membership.

**ACTION 2: Lead by example**

GYA, IAP and ISC membership covers many parts of the research ecosystem, and each can play an important role in shaping what success as a scientist looks like.

2.1: **Transition to more progressive research evaluation methodologies across the broad membership**. Lead by example and help change the culture of research evaluation through their own membership philosophies and practices, while drawing on learning from

---

106 DORA, TARA Dashboard. [https://sfdora.org/tara-landing-page/](https://sfdora.org/tara-landing-page/)
DORA and the GRC. Academies, as traditionally elite organizations, have a particular role to play here – they should be encouraged to broaden their own criteria for election and selection to reflect broader and more plural understanding of research quality and impact, in order to reflect this pluralism (and with it more inclusion and diversity) in their membership.

2.2: **Stimulate regional cooperation and leadership.** Encourage the regional networks of GYA members and National Young Academies, IAP’s regional academy networks and the ISC’s Regional Focal Points to consider emulating the ALLEA Board’s initiative, tailored to their own contexts.

**ACTION 3: Build strategic partnerships with key constituencies.**

The three primary actors responsible for driving research evaluation reform are governments, research funders and universities. The GYA, IAP and ISC can each help bring the research community into their efforts to reform and bridge the disconnects which presently exist.

3.1: **Engage with GRC leadership** to explore ways of working together – essentially to stimulate members and their respective GRC national representatives to explore how their research communities can get involved.

3.2: **Engage with global and regional networks of universities**, such as the International Association of Universities (IAU), to develop new training tools for the research community; use HEI leadership within the collective membership of the GYA, IAP and ISC as advocates.

3.3: **Connect member institutions in DORA grant countries** (Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Colombia, India, Japan, Netherlands, Uganda and Venezuela) with DORA grant-leads to share ideas and potentially scale-up these local initiatives.

3.4: **Build relations with leading international development agencies** who are already deploying innovative and impactful strategies for research evaluation in low- and middle-income countries and least developed countries.

3.5: **Work with UNESCO** to help shape national research evaluation commitments under its Recommendation on Open Science.

**ACTION 4: Provide intellectual leadership on the future of research evaluation.**

Focusing on specific and urgent challenges for research evaluation reform is imperative. The GYA, IAP and ISC, and international networks like them, can draw on their respective convening powers, the intellectual weight and influence of their members and connections with key constituencies.

4.1: **Co-convene with key constituencies a series of multistakeholder discussion fora or ‘Transformation Labs’** to rethink and implement research evaluation reform – engage leaders of HEIs and their global (e.g. IAU and IARU) and regional networks (e.g. LERU and AAU\(^7\)), research funders (including GRC national representatives), international development agencies and leading publishers, among others. Raise new or deploy existing resources to fund this work (see Appendix D for some preliminary ideas).

\(^7\) IARU, International Association of Research-Intensive Universities; LERU, League of European Research Universities; AAU, African Association of Universities
4.2: Develop a novel study on an important aspect of the future development of research evaluation such as (1) the **impact of technological advances on research evaluation and peer review (including both use and abuse)**, and how these could evolve in future and (2) **reforming the peer review system** more broadly (in terms of its transparency, openness, capacity, recognition and training). Both issues are integral to the reliability of knowledge and trustworthiness of science.

At the heart of all these efforts should be three fundamental things:

- Expanding evaluation criteria for scientific research and researchers beyond traditional academic metrics to include multiple forms of research output and function, including quantitative criteria that can measure the social impact of research.
- Encouraging leaders of HEIs and research funders to adopt and foster these new evaluation criteria as measures of research quality and value.
- Working with these leaders on new forms of awareness-raising and training for future generations of researchers to equip them with the necessary skills to communicate and engage effectively with policymakers, publics and other key constituencies; and to foster diversity and inclusion in the research enterprise.

The authors of this paper conclude that networks like the GYA, IAP and ISC, together with and supporting other key constituencies, can help build a coherent, participatory, global initiative to mobilize research communities, universities and other HEIs around this agenda, and to consider how to operationalize new ways of assessing and funding research to make it more efficient, fair, inclusive and impactful.
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<td>Mauritius</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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## APPENDIX C: GYA, IAP AND ISC MEMBERSHIP AND MISSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTNER</th>
<th>MEMBERSHIP</th>
<th>MISSION STATEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GYA and the National Young Academies</td>
<td>200 young scientists from all disciplines, typically 3–10 years after their PhD, aged 30–40 years and in the early stages of their independent academic careers. Selected for their scientific excellence and commitment to engage with society, they serve five-year terms before joining an alumnus of 327 alumni (as of 2021). Members and alumni together hail from 94 countries. The GYA is also a conduit to (presently) 54 National Young Academies plus additional young researcher networks. The GYA is a full member of the IAP and affiliate member of the ISC, and has numerous partnerships with other research, funding, publishing and development agencies. It also sits on the Advisory Board of the UN Major Group for Children and Youth.</td>
<td>To promote science for all, science for the future and giving a voice to young scientists around the world. To lead international, interdisciplinary and intergenerational dialogue for evidence-informed and inclusive global, regional and national decision-making. Four thematic areas: Science and Society; GYA &amp; the SDGs; Research Environment; and Science Education &amp; Outreach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAP</td>
<td>150 national, regional and global member academies who represent leading scientists, engineers and health professionals in over 100 countries. Academicians are nominated by their peers, based on their demonstrable excellence in science. IAP has four regional networks – in Africa, Asia, the Americas and Europe. Academies can apply for IAP membership if they meet the eligibility criteria. The IAP is an observer organization to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the Belmont Forum and the ISC, and works closely with the WHO.</td>
<td>To play a vital role in ensuring that science serves society inclusively and equitably and underpins global sustainable development. To work collaboratively to address issues of global, regional and national importance: to advance sound policies, improve public health, promote excellence in science education and achieve other critical development goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISC</td>
<td>An institutionally diverse network of over 200 international scientific unions and associations, as well as national and regional scientific organizations including academies, research institutes and foundations. Its members cover both natural and social sciences. ISC has an office in New York, Colombia (to cover LAC), and (soon) Australia (to cover Asia-Pacific) and has plans to set up an office in Africa. Institutions can apply to become ISC members if they meet the eligibility criteria, adhere to ISC principles and values, and pay a membership fee. The GYA is a full (non-paying) member and the IAP an observer of ISC. The ISC is the co-convenor for the S&amp;T Community Major Group, representing the global science community in the UN system, and as such has privileged access to UN meetings. It has an MOU with the WHO and works closely with UNEP and UNDP.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>To act as the global voice for science in the UN system. Three principal areas of work: (i) wide-ranging science-for-policy issues: to stimulate, support and communicate policy-relevant science; (ii) policy-for-science issues: to enable science to contribute more effectively to the global public good; and (iii) scientific freedom and responsibility to defend the free and responsible practice of science. ISC leads a broad range of co-sponsored international research programmes, networks and committees, well-being and disaster risk.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### APPENDIX D: LIST OF ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYM</th>
<th>MEANING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAU</td>
<td>African Association of Universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGENCIA I+D+i</td>
<td>Agencia Nacional de Promoción de la Investigación, el Desarrollo Tecnológico y la Innovación (Argentina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGORRA</td>
<td>A Global Observatory of Responsible Research Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS</td>
<td>Article Influence Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLEA</td>
<td>All European Academies (the European Federation of Academies of Sciences and Humanities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Author processing charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSAf</td>
<td>Academy of Science of South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChatGPT</td>
<td>Chat Generative Pre-Trained Transformer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLACSO-FOLEC</td>
<td>The Latin American Council of Social Sciences – Latin American Forum on Research Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoARA</td>
<td>Coalition on Reforming Research Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONICET</td>
<td>Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas (Argentina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOI</td>
<td>Digital Object Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DORA</td>
<td>Declaration on Research Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DST-CPR</td>
<td>Department of Science and Technology - Centre for Policy Research (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECR</td>
<td>Early career researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERC</td>
<td>European Research Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraspOS</td>
<td>Open science assessment dataspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRC</td>
<td>Global Research Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GYA</td>
<td>Global Young Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEI</td>
<td>Higher education institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAP</td>
<td>InterAcademy Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IARU</td>
<td>International Alliance of Research Universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAU</td>
<td>International Association of Universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDRC</td>
<td>International Development Research Centre (Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IISc</td>
<td>Indian Institute of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INORMS</td>
<td>International Network of Research Management Societies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISC</td>
<td>International Science Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>Journal Impact Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNAW</td>
<td>Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAC</td>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LERU</td>
<td>League of Research-Intensive Universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXT</td>
<td>Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSFC</td>
<td>National Natural Science Foundation of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Nongovernment Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR-CAM</td>
<td>Norwegian Career Assessment Matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRF</td>
<td>National Research Foundation (South Africa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPUS</td>
<td>Open and Universal Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORCID</td>
<td>Open Researcher and Contributor ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASRES</td>
<td>Programme Appui Stratégique à la Recherche Scientifique (Côte d’Ivoire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>Research Evaluation Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>Research and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoRI</td>
<td>Research on Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRA</td>
<td>Responsible Research Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGCI</td>
<td>Science Granting Councils Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOPE</td>
<td>Start–Context–Options–Probe–Evaluate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDGs</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI</td>
<td>Science, technology and innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARA</td>
<td>Tools to Advance Research Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNESCO</td>
<td>United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>